In the past several years kayak fishing has become a huge sport. People can be seen fishing from kayaks on coastlines, rivers, bays and inlets around the world. Anglers enjoy the quiet access offered by a kayak; they also appreciate the ease of transporting a kayak as opposed to a larger rowboat or powerboat. Popularity has grown in part due to the ease of entry into the sport. Especially compared to powerboats, fishing kayaks can be purchased inexpensively and have few maintenance costs. They can be stored in small spaces and launched quickly. Most designs offer great stability and ease of maneuverability. The new generation of twin-hull (catamaran) kayaks recently introduced into the market is stable enough to enable both paddling and fishing in the standing position. Anglers don’t have to remain in a seated position for hours on end, and increased visibility from the standing position means more fish.

There are also kayaks propelled by flippers or propellers and a foot mechanism. These kayaks offer hands-free fishing and all the benefits associated. Some kayak manufacturers offer special models for fishing that are designed and accessorized for this sport, including specially-designed hatches, built-in rod holders, catch bags and equipment mounts.
KAYAK FISHING
BOATS
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ADVANCED DESIGNS ALLOW THE KAYAK FISHERMAN A COMFORTABLE PLACE TO STAND AND LARGE SPACE FOR STORAGE.

JACKSON KAYAK - COOSA FD

The Coosa FD is based on the top selling Coosa HD hull and deck layout but adds a long-awaited, patents pending, Flex Drive system allowing for hands-free propulsion. The new Flex Drive System offers forward and reverse operation and includes a unique articulating system for deep and shallow water navigation. A dagger board protected tri-propeller system combined with articulation gives the Flex Drive a performance increase over other drives and helps with keeping the system clear of obstacles and easy to clean. The Coosa FD comes with the fore-aft trimming and our Hi-Lo Elite Seat System giving it flexibility in seating positions that puts the pedaler in the most comfortable position possible. The Flex Drive is easily deployed with the flip of a lever, has adjustable pitch, a 12:1 ratio and will be upgradable to a new motor drive system available in 2017.

- LENGTH: 12'4 | WIDTH: 34" | WEIGHT: 90 LBS* | MAX. CAPACITY: 425 LBS | MATERIAL: LINEAR POLY
- LEVEL: HIGH END "SOME SPECS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH FINAL PRODUCTION MODEL"

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

RTM FISHING - ABACO 3.6

New E-kayak or Kayak Hybrid. RTM FISHING and Torqeedo combine to offer you the motor ULTRALIGHT 403 on ABACO 3.60. It's perfect for hands-free fishing and trolling. It doesn't restrict performance when paddling, but pushes when it's needed: against the current, against the wind and assisting tired arms. Comparable petrol outboards (propulsive power) 1 HP Maximum speed 10 km/h Range at lower speed 42 km (boat dependent) Completely waterproof (IP67) Precise GPS-based calculation of remaining range Total weight 7 kg, including battery Torq Trac for smartphone (Bluetooth 4 compatible devices http://www.torqeedo.com).

- LENGTH: 11’8” | 3.6 M | WIDTH: 29.9” | 76 CM | HEIGHT: 11.8” | 30 CM | WEIGHT: 73 LBS | 32.5 KG |
- MAX. CAPACITY: 375 LBS | 170 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.RTM-FISHING.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - KOI

The KOI is a high-performance sit-on-top dedicated to fishing. It is ideal both for sea, lake and flat rivers. Supplied with 2 tube rod holders, fishing backpack, 2 wide waterproof hatches, padded seat with 2 adjustable heights, large back compartment, deck elastic net, 4 carrying handles, drain plug and an ample removable central hatch ideal to stock fishing poles. The KOI comes with 2 side tracks to fix fishing accessories like rod holders, phone holder, echo sounder, anchor and many more so you can focus on catching fishing.

LENGTH: 433 CM | WIDTH: 77 CM | WEIGHT: 33 KG | VOLUME: 480 L | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - TITAN PROPEL 13.5

The Titan is a “First with Reverse” Propel Pedal driven bass boat extraordinaire. Large and in charge, the Titan offers unsurpassed stability and ample room and flexibility to move around. Optimal for sight casting with plenty of leverage to reel in the catch, this is a fisherman’s fantasy fulfilled. This boat features easy-to-reach horizontal rod storage with rod tip protection. Elevated First Class Seating is designed for comfortable transitions between standing and sitting, and it can be moved out of the way for a walk-around deck. The boat also features two stem power pole mounts for dual anchoring to further increase stability. The Titan can be purchased with a custom motor mount that will accept trolling motors for a power-assisted ride.

- LENGTH: 13’6” | 411 CM | WIDTH: 41.5” | 106 CM | DEPTH: 14” | 36 CM | WEIGHT: 170 LBS | 77 KG |
- MAX. CAPACITY: 550 LBS | 249 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM
The Ultimate FX Propel 13 is the lightest weight 13’ pedal drive on the market. Designed with heavy input from our Pro Staff, the FX Propel is loaded to the gills (no pun intended) for some serious fishing. The open deck allows for easy loading and unloading of gear at the ramp and comes standard with: a built in battery box to store power supply to electronics, hatch cover on the bow to shed water and keep valuables in place, built in transducer mount underneath the hull, huge under-seat storage area, multiple Groove Track rail mounts bow-to-stern for easy personalization. Last but certainly not least is an adjustable thwart box. All this coupled with our PROVEN Propel Drive system for HANDS-FREE forward and reverse and you have one lean mean fishing machine.

- length: 13’ | 396 cm - width: 36” | 83 cm – depth: 13” | 33 cm - weight: 98 lbs | 44.5 kg - max. capacity: 400 lbs | 181 kg – material: single layer polyethylene - level: high end

HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

The Manta Ray Propel is a pedal-driven cruiser. Features include: a sharp bow and stern that enhances glide, adjustable First Class Seat for comfort on the water, sealed bow storage for all your safety gear, padded grab handles for portability, beverage holders, two flush mounted rod holders located behind the seat and one staging rod holder for convenient rigging, easy-to-reach groove tracks for accessory mounting, transducer mounting cavity and plate under the hull, plus Native Watercraft’s highly acclaimed and revolutionary Propel Drive System, all for an affordable price!

- length: 12’2 | 371 cm - width: 33” | 84 cm – depth: 12” | 30 cm - weight: 90 lbs | 41 kg - max. capacity: 325 lbs | 147 kg - level: high end

HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

The Slayer 12 Propel LT is outfitted to be fishing ready with groove tracks and flush-mounted rod holders. The proven Propel Pedal Drive system creates opportunities on the water for hands-free fishing, bird watching, nature photography, and exercise. With a sharp entry and flare in the bow for enhanced glide and smooth travel in choppy water conditions, the Slayer 12 Propel LT cruises with efficiency and grace on the water. This lightweight pedaling machine features the First Class frame seat with sliding adjustment for comfort and proper ergonomics while pedaling.

- length: 12’ | 366 cm - width: 31” | 86 cm – depth: 12” | 30.5 cm - weight: 77 lbs | 34.9 kg - max. capacity: 350 lbs | 158 kg - level: high end

HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

The Riptide Angler is newly designed for professional fishing. It’s equipped with a comfortable and easy-mount aluminum frame fishing seat, various large, waterproof hatches for great storage options and moveable steel mount rails. An almost flat hull provides ultra stability. Custom Color available. Comes with a 12-month warranty.


HTTP://WWW.KUDOOUTDOORS.COM

NEW FOR 2017! | Introducing the most advanced pedal powered fishing machine of its kind. It gets you to the spot fast, and keeps you on the spot without paddling. With forward, reverse and agile maneuverability, you’ll experience precise boat control while your hands remain free to focus on fishing. The removable pedal drive installs in seconds and tips up instantly for shallow water docking. The Predator PDL’s specially-designed hull combines the perfect balance of smooth pedal stroke speed and stand-up stability.

- length: 13’2 | 4 M - width: 36” | 91.4 CM - weight: 117 LBS | 53.1 KG - max. capacity: 500 LBS | 226.8 KG – material: single layer polyethylene - level: high end

HTTP://WWW.CANOES.DE
KAYAK FISHING | BOATS | HIGH END

HANGZHOU KUDO OUTDOORS INC.

OCEANSHORE ANGLER

The Oceanshore Angler is built for larger sized fishers and family and friends who enjoy going out fishing in wild waters. It has great stability and good tracking so you don’t have to worry about crashing or overloading. It comes equipped with 3 swivel fishing rod holders and 4 flush mounts. It’s so versatile that it can carry almost all of your gear. There are 2 blind nuts to support assembly of a trolling motor if you need more speed. Either way, you and your friends will be happy fishing with the Oceanshore Angler!


HTTP://WWW.KUDOOOUTDOORS.COM

HOBBIE KAYAK - PRO ANGLER 12 CAMO EDITION

The Pro Angler 12, one of the most versatile fishing boats to ever come out of Hobie’s Oceanside, California factory is now available in Camo colour. The Pro Angler 12 delivers an unmatched level of innovation packed full of must-have angler features. All new in the 2017 models is the amazing, revolutionary patent-pending MirageDrive 180 forward-reverse propulsion system. The user can pull one of two shift cables to direct propulsion 180 degrees almost instantly from forward to reverse and back again.


HTTP://WWW.HOBIE-KAYAK.COM

RTM FISHING - RYTMO ANGLER

The RYTMO ANGLER is a streamlined, performance kayak allowing the paddler fast access to his favourite fishing areas. Long and stable with several storage spaces: front hatch with removable basin, 2 central storage areas - 1 rectangular with rectangular hatch and 1 with round hatch cover, rear storage area for a case. Compatible with all Sit On Top backrests and seats. A PREMIUM FISHING seat is also available. The RYTMO ANGLER is pre-fitted with the cabling to allow the optional installation of a rudder system including footbraces.

LENGTH: 4.56 M | WIDTH: 28.3” | HEIGHT: 34 CM | WEIGHT: 29 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 400 LBS | 180 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.RTM-FISHING.COM

HOBBIE KAYAK - OUTBACK CAMO EDITION

The legendary design that propelled the MirageDrive to fishing supremacy is better than ever. It’s still every inch an Outback, with a time-tested hull that’s an ideal blend of confident stability and smooth maneuverability, but it just got better with the all new patent pending MirageDrive 180. Forward and reverse in full power. Together with the new Camo colour, this makes for an ultimate fish hunter. The MirageDrive 180 in the Outback Camo Series is standard equipped with turbo fins and large rudder blade.

LENGTH: 3.68 M | WIDTH: .84 M | MAX. CAPACITY: 227 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.HOBIE-KAYAK.COM

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - ULTIMATE FX 12

This hybrid fishing kayak offers the best of a canoe and a kayak with sturdy standing ability and easy loading. These unique features give the Ultimate FX Series a cult-like following. Fore- and aft multi-adjustable seating provide for proper trim, plus high and low seating positions allow you to paddle out of the wind in the low position and simply lift and relocate for a high fishing/sight-casting position. The patented, redesigned Tunnel Hull allows more foot comfort when standing and unmatched stability. This hybrid canoe/kayak is suited for bays, lakes and slow-moving rivers.

LENGTH: 12’2” 371 CM | WIDTH: 30.5” | DEPTH: 12.5” | 32 CM | WEIGHT: 66 LBS | 30 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 350 LBS | 159 KG | LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM
NATIVE WATERCRAFT - ULTIMATE FX 15 TANDEM

This solid tandem, hybrid canoe/kayak platform makes fishing, hunting, camping or just a relaxed day on the water with family and friends an experience they will always remember. The Ultimate FX Tandem fishing kayak features two high/low seats for improved fish-ability and all day comfort and can be easily converted to a solo paddling boat for the days when solitude calls. In addition, the Ultimate FX 15 Tandem offers ample storage to meet all your kayak fishing needs.


HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - SLAYER Propel 10

Powered by Native Watercraft’s PROVEN, HANDS-FREE Propel Pedal Drive System which boasts FORWARD and REVERSE, the Slayer Propel 10 keeps you on the fish and provides a major aid landing the catch of the day. With armchair-comfortable seat, rock-solid stability, clutter-free cockpit: the design empowers even the XXL angler to stand and sight-cast or to just relax and sip the beverage of the day. Bow to stern rail mount system means easy on-and-off for rod holders from major brands like Scotty, Ram, Railblaza, and purposely-positioned rails for mounting cameras to capture your trophy catch.

- LENGTH: 10’ | 305 CM - WIDTH: 34” | 86 CM – DEPTH: 13” | 33 CM - WEIGHT: 82 LBS | 37.5 KG - MAX. CAPACITY: 500 LBS | 227 KG - LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - SLAYER 12 Pro

The Slayer 12 Pro fishing kayak series shares simplicity, easy customization, and rock-solid stability. The Slayer fishing kayak features high/low seating positions for out-of-the-wind paddling and comfortable ergonomic fishing. Rails from bow to stern make customizing easy from simple to extreme. Fish and depth finders are a cinch to mount. A clean, open cockpit makes it a perfect for stripping line while fly-fishing, and allows bait casters freedom of movement when snatch that big Bass. Bow hatch cover, Dual Anchor Trolleys, Stand-Up Strap, Wheel, Cam-Lok paddle holders are all included.


HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

NATIVE WATERCRAFT - SLAYER Propel 13

Considered the original game-changer in HANDS-FREE kayak fishing with the PROVEN Propel Pedal Drive System, the Slayer Propel 13 is unmatched in its ability to maintain casting distance, pull away from structure or stop on a dime when trolling to relieve rod pressure. You’ll also enjoy rock-solid stability when sight casting– even for the XXL angler. Designed to easily customize/ personalize, the Slayer Propel fishing kayak offers bow to stern rails that easily mount Scotty, Ram and Railblaza gear. The boat offers unsurpassed versatility: take it out on your local lake and fish for bass one day, then leave the drive system at home and paddle it for a day of trout fishing on your local rocky river.


HTTP://WWW.NATIVEWATERCRAFT.COM

RTM FISHING - ABACO 4.2

The Abaco is a labor of love, designed by RTM’s fishing guides and an aquatic engineer. Light, fastand silent, the Abaco is a modern kayak, with resolutely dynamic lines, inspired by the hulls of racingsailboats. With its 2 recessed areas (front and rear), the Abaco is perfect for long angler trips (11 2 days). With well-proportioned weight and dimensions, it is equipped with well-placed fittings. The Abaco suits both beginners and experienced anglers and can come fully equipped or in a plain version, letting handy kayak anglers outfit the hull to their specifications.

- LENGTH: 13’8 | 4.2 M - WIDTH: 28.3” | 72 CM – HEIGHT: 11.8” | 30 CM - WEIGHT: 75 LBS | 34 KG - MAX. CAPACITY: 400 LBS | 180 KG - LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.RTM-FISHING.COM
**JACKSON KAYAK - COOSA HD**

Jackson Kayak's top design team, once again teamed up with pro kayak angler Drew Gregory to put an “HD” twist to the already popular Coosa model. This ‘heavy duty’ fishing craft boasts amped up specs/features and is slightly longer and wider than the original Coosa; this makes it even more stable and a perfect fit for anglers of all sizes or those who are really looking for a stand up fishing kayak. The hull is still river friendly, but the HD will track truer on the flat waters of lakes or inshore saltwater. Packed with features, the Coosa HD is ready for any type of fish on almost any type of water!

- Level: High End *Some specs subject to change with final production model*

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**JACKSON KAYAK - KILROY DT**

The new Kilroy Delta Tango – “DT” represents a stellar tandem platform that slightly wider and longer than the original Kilroy. The DT is all about versatility! Designed to excel as a tandem it can paddle great as a solo kayak too! The JK Elite Seats with a Sealine storage pouch can be placed in multiple positions, and trimmable seating allows for fine adjustments resulting in a reliable, efficient paddling. Removable seats mean you turn the tandem DT into solo kayak and the same trimmable adjustments let you dial in a sweet spot for a smooth day on the water. The DT is tailored for any outdoorsman; it offers features for the kayak fisherman, hunter, wildlife photographer, birder, etc. It has a unique molded floor system making the kayak as comfortable as any sit on top. Looking for versatility on the water? You will find it in the new Kilroy DT.

- Level: High End *Without seat*

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**JACKSON KAYAK - BIG RIG**

The name of this kayak, Big Rig, sums up exactly what it is intended to do and for whom it was intended to do it for: big stability for the many anglers that deserve a model to help them feel comfortable in a smaller watercraft, and even allow them to stand and fish from one! If this kayak was much wider we might have to call it a boat, but our design team kept it at just the right specs to allowing the Big Rig to maintain the performance of a kayak with the stability of a boat. They also crafted the hull for reliable, efficient performance in most kayak fishing situations - lakes, ponds, rivers, inshore saltwater bays or marshes - so no matter where you go the Big Rig is ready to make you feel comfortable!

- Level: High End *Without seat*

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**JACKSON KAYAK - KRACKEN 15.5**

The Kraken is designed for some of the most challenging paddling environments in the world and intended for the offshore and big lake kayak angler. This kayak marks the first collaborative design between legendary kayak angler, Jim Sammons and Jackson Kayak’s design team led by Tony Lee. The end result is a boat shaped and built to accommodate those hitting the open water, those looking for speed, comfort, perfect trim and big water management. It’s a paddler’s fishing kayak! It’s designed for punching through surf, handling rough offshore currents, swells, beach landings, and those who desire ultimate performance when paddling long distances to get on big fish.

- Length: 15’7″ - Width: 30″ - Weight: 85 lbs* - Max. Capacity: 400 lbs – Material: Linear Poly
- Level: High End *Without seat*

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

**BIC KAYAKS - BILBAO FISHING**

The BIC Sport Bilbao Fishing is a versatile kayak that will suit beginners and experienced kayakers alike. Whether you’re paddling for sport, exploring, or fishing, the quality of its design makes all activities possible with comfort and ease. The fluid hull shape provides a nice smooth ride, while the deck shape and quality extras allow you to carry almost any load with optimum stability and guaranteed safety for fishing. It is equipped with a rear hatch and 2 rod holders. Its size and reduced weight make it easy to stow and transport.

- Length: 9’10”/300 CM - Width 31”/78 CM - Weight: 46 lbs/21 KG - Max Load: 264 lbs/120 KG - Capacity: 1 Adult

HTTP://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
JACKSON KAYAK - KRAKEN 13.5

The Kraken 13.5 is an all-new option for paddlers looking to tackle big water. Based on The Kraken 15.5 platform, the 13.5 sheds some length for more maneuverability but with all the punch of its big brother. This kayak, just like the original, is designed for the most challenging paddling environments in the world and intended for the offshore and big lake kayak angler. A natural follow up to the first collaborative design between legendary kayak angler, Jim Sammons and Jackson Kayak’s design team led by Tony Lee. The new Kraken 13.5 is a boat shaped and built to accommodate those hitting the open water, in a nimble, smaller footprint, but still capable of big water management. It’s designed for punching through surf, handling rough offshore currents, swells, beach landings and those who desire ultimate performance and maneuverability while chasing big fish.

- length: 13'3 - width: 30.5" - weight: 72lbs* - max. capacity: 400 lbs – material: linear poly
- level: high end *without seat

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - KILROY

This sit-inside kayak design incorporates several other Jackson fishing features found throughout our sit-on-top kayaks. Features like the Hi/Lo seating in the comfortable Elite Seat 2.0, the fast Cuda 12 hull shape, enormous amounts of protected storage for fishing and hunting gear, protected rod storage in tubes along the sidewalls, interchangeabe hard deck and optional soft deck options, and strategically located accessory mounting locations. It is also one of our most stable kayaks since the standing area is actually below the waterline, thus creating a very stable platform. The Kilroy is built with YakAttack tracks and comes standard with various RAM accessories. The Kilroy is tailored for the outdoorsman, offering features for the kayak angler, hunter, wildlife photographer, bird watcher, and anyone hoping to enjoy being on the water all while staying high and dry!

- length: 12'4 - width: 31" - weight: 66 lbs* - max. capacity: 375 lbs – material: linear poly
- level: high end *without seat

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

JACKSON KAYAK - SKIPPER

We’ve designed the Skipper’s hull from ground up, keeping the youth fisherman in mind, making it narrow enough so they can easily keep up with adults without getting too worn out or frustrated. The Skipper also offers a stable enough platform for standing while casting just like our larger adult focused versions. It’s no secret that our kids look up to us and want to use what mom or dad use in any sport or activity and this is why we’ve made sure the Skipper mirrors our larger models with the following standard Jackson Kayak features: comfortable, smaller, hi/lo Elite seat with tackle storage, Nalgene holder, internal rod storage options, rear flush mount rod holders, rod tip protectors, one RAM track mount for accessories, rear tankwell, replaceable skid plate, large front hatch, and some unique deck rigging and tether clips just in case a tow is in need.

- length: 9'10 - width: 28" - weight: 46 lbs* - max. capacity: 200 lbs – material: linear poly
- level: high end *without seat

HTTP://WWW.JACKSONKAYAK.COM

RAINBOW KAYAKS - EASY FISHING

The Easy is our ultimate solo paddle fishing sit-on-top. Its mid-sized dimensions make Easy at home on a lake, bay or flatwater rivers. It has stability and speed for light touring, and excels for fishing. Comes with plenty of room for storage in spite of its compact dimensions. The Easy is equipped with a large front hatch for storage, 3 rod holders, Yakattack gear tracks to customize accessories, padded seat and a huge waterproof bin of 40 liters volume for storage. It’s ideal for anglers who want a compact fishing kayak without giving up a wide range of features.

LENTH: 295 CM - WIDTH: 73.5 CM - WEIGHT: 20 KG - VOLUME: 395 L - LEVEL: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.RAINBOWKAYAKS.COM

BIC KAYAKS - BORNEO FISHING

Inspired by the legendary Tobago, the new Borneo is a family oriented double Sit-On-Top with a number of innovative features, notably the possibility of solo use in equal paddling comfort to double. Its innovative shape and generous dimensions give it great glide whilst retaining reassuringly comfortable stability. It’s also got a large rear section including a big flat storage area. There’s innovation in the equipment and fittings too, like the integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation. And there’s a moulded deck insert for storing the wheels/rollers while sailing. Clearly a future benchmark boat in its category.

- length: 13'5 - width: 33.1" - weight: 77 LBS - max. capacity: 350 LBS | 2 ADULTS + 1 CHILD - level: HIGH END

HTTP://WWW.BICSPORT.COM
SAVAGERS - VIKING PROFISH 400 LITE

The Profish 400 Lite is the reference in terms of comfort, performance and stability for medium sized fishing kayaks. The Profish 400 Lite is the perfect compromise for the angler kayaker looking for a versatile boat capable of performing in all situations, from seas to fresh water. Light, it is very handy and has excellent sides. Relatively wide, it is safe for beginner paddlers. Of medium length, it is able to handle waves and chop. Comes with the equipment necessary to head straight to the water: Brass inserts to attach brackets, 6 Flushmount rod holders, a central storage with a probe well. The cockpit has been ergonomically designed to provide maximum comfort for paddlers of all sizes while enabling the use of a variety of seating options for a truly customized fit. If you are looking for a serious kayak to get started in Kayak Fishing, the Profish 400 Lite is the boat for you!

- LENGTH: 4.10 M - WIDTH: 78 CM - WEIGHT: 24 KG - MAX. CAPACITY: 175 KG
LEVEL: HIGH END
HTTP:// WWW.SAVAGERS.FR

SAVAGERS - VIKING PROFISH GT 360

Compact, lightweight and easy to handle, this fishing kayak is a true "4x4". With a width of 82 cm and a bulbous hull, the GT Profish was designed to provide a stable fishing kayak on the ocean or freshwater. The hull also offers great gliding performance so you can surf between fishing sessions! Featuring a flat deck plane so you can stand without worry, a comfortable "load and go" seat and Viking’s famous Tackable Pd removable storage system. Other removable storage boxes like the chill pod, flatdeck pd, and the kid are optional. Versatile, the Profish GT is perfect for those who fish in both fresh water and at sea. Its stability allows the user to face any condition and its lightweight guarantees easy maneuverability for fast implementation.

- LENGTH: 3.6 M - WIDTH: 84 CM - WEIGHT: 24 KG - MAX. CAPACITY: 175 KG
LEVEL: HIGH END
HTTP:// WWW.SAVAGERS.FR

SAVAGERS - VIKING PROFISH RELOAD

At 75 cm wide and 4.5 meters long, the Profish Reload is the perfect compromise between a fast kayak that can easily pass through waves and chop, but sufficiently stable for trolling. The Profish Reload hull design glides perfectly on the water, ideal for covering long distances so you can find fish wherever they are. The seat design allows the the thighs to rest on the hull so you can spend long hours on the water in comfort. The Reload has plenty of storage, 6 flushmount rod holders, a front truck with a wide opening, and Viking’s famous Tackle Pod. The Reload offers the worlds first sonar, battery and sensor can in an easily removable storage compartment, so you can lock in in your car when not on the water. Very light for its size, the Profish Reload is the ideal kayak for fishing fanatics wanting a boat capable of catching long distances so they can catch the fish of a lifetime!

- LENGTH: 4.5 M - WIDTH: 75 CM - WEIGHT: 29 KG - MAX. CAPACITY: 200 KG
LEVEL: HIGH END
HTTP:// WWW.SAVAGERS.FR
Inspired by our passion for the water, Rainbow Fishing Kayaks are specifically outfitted for anglers and sporting use. Lightweight and very stable, they are plenty of features to enjoy your fishing excursions. Manufactured with the best quality materials, every detail in Rainbow Fishing Kayaks show the care of details of the made in Italy tradition. Created to go far and get you in the right spot fast, Rainbow Fishing Kayaks are the ultimate fishing kayaks.

CHECK THE FULL LINE OF KAYAKS AND ACCESSORIES DESIGNED FOR ANGLING PASSION THAT MATCHES YOUR OWN AT WWW.CANOAFISHING
GUMOTEX - HALIBUT
HALIBUT is a new inflatable fishing kayak, offering a new type of angling adventure. It is possible to enjoy fishing even in hard-to-reach, remote locations. Experience a struggle with the quarry near the water surface. The kayak is very stable but sufficiently agile and fast when moving on the water. The bottom of the boat has a solid floor enabling a stable stance for angling. A high-standing adjustable seat guarantees comfort during embarking, disembarking and waiting for a catch. Then pack everything into a bag and take it away on your back or in the trunk of your car.

LENGTH: 375 CM | WIDTH: 96 CM | WEIGHT: 21 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 200 KG | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

PELICAN SPORT - ARGO 100 ANGLER
Enjoy fishing aboard the Argo 100 angler, a new stable, easy-to-paddle sit-in fishing kayak. Featuring a twin-arched multi chine hull, it includes flush mount and swivel rod holders a front storage hatch and a rear storage platform with bungees. The Argo 100 angler lets you bring along the essentials without slowing you down. Made of Pelican’s trademark Ram-X™ impact-resistant material, this kayak offers great kayak fishing value.

- LENGTH: 305 CM | WIDTH: 71 CM | DEPTH: 36 CM | WEIGHT: 37 LBS | MAX. CAPACITY: 275 LB | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL
- HULL MATERIAL: RAM-X™ PREMIUM

HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM

RIBER - DINGHY
The Riber Dinghy is a new addition to our range and offers great versatility. Whether you are looking for a small fishing boat, a tender or just something to explore the waterways with friends or family, this Dinghy is perfect for you. It comes complete with a large moulded keel allowing it to track well at speed, four fishing rod holders and four fishing rod mounts ready to add our swivel rod holder (Part #4018). It also includes eight D-rings for attaching any type of accessory imaginable from throw ropes to dry bags.

LENGTH: 300 CM | WIDTH: 105 CM | WEIGHT: 48 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 350 KG | LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.RIBERPRODUCTS.COM

TAHE OUTDOORS - TAHE MARINE KONA ANGLER
The Kona Angler from Tahe Marine is a fishing kayak that features 2 moulded in rod holders behind seat, 20 cm (8”) centre hatch for your gear and a comfortable seat. The Kona Angler is stable, tackable and self bailing kayak with grab handles & rear tank. Made of sigle layer PE, the Kona Angler has enough length to help you punch out through the surf when needed.

LENGTH: 293 CM | WIDTH: 79 CM | DEPTH: 31” | WEIGHT: 21-23 KG | MAX. CAPACITY: 130 KG | 286 LBS | LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
PERCEPTION KAYAKS - PESCADOR PILOT

Meet the newest member of Perception’s renowned Pescador family. The Pescador Pilot is an affordable sit-on-top kayak packed to the gills with fishing features and complete with the included Pilot Drive pedal drive system. The Pilot Drive is performance-engineered to achieve the perfect balance of simplicity and ingenuity, and is ergonomically optimized for all-day handle-free fishing. Outfitted with a Captain’s Chair with on-the-fly adjustable gear tracks and tension knobs, four molded-in rod holders, two YakAttack accessory tracks, a transducer scupper, and two storage consoles for mounting electronics. The best feature? A price that propels the Pescador Pilot into a class all its own.

LENGTH: 381 CM | 12'5'' WIDTH: 85.73 CM | 33.75'' WEIGHT: 33 KG | 74 LBS MAX. CAPACITY: 238 KG | 525 LBS LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.PERCEPTIONKAYAKS.COM

WILDERNESS SYSTEMS - RADAR 115

Paddle. Pedal. Power. Introducing the Radar series – Wilderness Systems’ first tri-powered kayak with paddle, power and pedal capabilities. The Radar features S.M.A.R.T. Hull Technology that combines Stability, Maneuverability, Acceleration, Responsiveness and Tracking throughout the entire design for ultimate performance in multiple water environments. In addition to a flat platform for standing and freedom of movement, the Radar boasts state-of-the-art outfitting including expansive SlideTrax™ rails, a multitude of storage opportunities, and scupper options to deploy the Helix MD™ Motor Drive, the Helix PD™ Pedal Drive* and multiple electronics options including down-imaging, side-scanning or both. *Patent pending

LENGTH: 356 CM | 11'8'' WIDTH: 88 CM | 34.5'' WEIGHT: 37 KG | 82 LBS MAX. CAPACITY: 204 KG | 450LBS LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.WILDERNESSSYSTEMS.COM

ONEFENG - SIT ON TOP FISHING KAYAK

The Onefeng kayak is a fantastic way to get out on the water. It is stable, fast and comfortable with many features that make it a pleasure to use. Although this kayak has been designed with fishing in mind, it is also a fantastic all round recreational kayak ideal for use on rivers and lakes.


HTTP://WWW.CHINAKAYAKSPORTS.COM

GUMOTEX - ALFONSO

ALFONSO is a boat designed for anglers that can be used as up to three-seater, however it is also suitable for comfortable and safe trips on the lakes, dams, ponds and larger rivers. The boat is very stable and it holds a forward course easily. The transom in the rear (equipped with two fishing rod holders) can be used for fixing an engine with short shaft and a maximum power output of 3,5 hp = 2.6 kW. Without the engine it can be used with classic canoe paddles (two-man crew) or oars. ALFONSO is equipped with many practical holders for attaching equipment and baggage.

LENGTH: 430 CM WIDTH: 125 CM WEIGHT: 34.5 KG MAX. CAPACITY: 410 KG LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.GUMOTEXBOATS.COM

PELICAN SPORT - CATCH 120 NXT

Derived from The Catch 120, its highly popular predecessor, The Catch 120 NXT is the exciting evolution of this great fishing boat. Featuring rigging tracks, Quick Lock hatches in the bow and stern, and an anti-slip carpet, the venom-colored Catch 120 NXT is ready to star in your next great fishing adventure.


HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM
KXONE - WINGFISH

Minutes after taking the WINGFISH from the trunk of your car you will be rowing, paddling and fishing. Product of the Year 2016 Award winner at the 9th Korea International Boat Show, the special feature of the WINGFISH is the two side wings that fold out to create a stable platform to stand on and fish from, and fold up when you are rowing or paddling. Unlike conventional inflatable kayaks, the WINGFISH is not only rigid but also very light. After fishing, it is easy to deflate and stow in the trunk of your car.


HTTP://WWW.KXONE.EU

RIOT KAYAKS - ENDURO 12 ANGLER

Folks in the fishing industry asked for more storage capacity, flotation, and sealed bulkheads front and back… you’ve got them in this fishing trip dream machine! At only 12’ long, with two sealed compartments for fishing and camping gear, and a large cockpit, you can get ready for the most exciting fishing experience of your life. You’ll silently access remote marshes and otherwise unreachable eddies while being completely at ease. The Enduro 12 Angler is a big guys fishing kayak that is sure to bring in the Halibut.

LENGTH: 11’9” | 357 CM - WIDTH: 27.2” | 69 CM - WEIGHT: 60.2 LBS | 27.3 KG - MAX. CAP.: 350 LBS | 159 KG - COCKPIT SIZE: 38” X 20” | 97 X 51 CM - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM

RIOT KAYAKS - ESCAPE 12 ANGLER CAMO

Designed for fishing minded kayakers and equipped with features made for anglers, the Camo-Angler version of the Escape 12 is a great combination of stability and performance with an excellent load capacity so you can stay well provisioned and properly organized. Perfect for all fishing environments. You can deploy the rudder at will, or use one of the 5 rod holders positioned throughout the kayak. Don’t forget our custom anchor line on the port side! What a great price for this special camo fishing kayak.

LENGTH: 12’ | 365 CM - WIDTH: 30.7” | 78 CM - WEIGHT: 68.3 LBS | 31 KG - MAX. CAP.: 300 LBS | 136 KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.RIOTKAYAKS.COM
KAYAK FISHING
PADDLES
BUILT TO HELP ANGLERS GET TO THE FISH THEY WANT TO CATCH

BENDING BRANCHES
ANGLER RISE
For the beginner or the budget-conscious kayak angler joining the Bending Branches family just got easier. The Angler Rise is a great entry-level paddle with features created to make kayak fishing easier and your time on the water more enjoyable. Coming in four lengths, the Angler Rise has a strong aluminum shaft, durable two-piece construction, built-in hook retrieval system, and a tape measure on the shaft.


HTTP://WWW.BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

LAMINEX
CATCH
Designed specially for kayak fishing, the Catch paddle has several new features developed to help fishermen solve common problems that may arise. The hook helps to draw the boat to the bank or any object closer to the boat while a fishing line groove helps to release a stuck bait or line from the sea, riverbed or branches. Glass-filled polyamide blades mean the blade is very firm and durable and the paddle’s rough edge makes it easier to push off the bank or rocks. Personalize your paddle by choosing between Duralumin or composite 30 mm diameter shaft options in one-piece or two pieces with standard, YP or Z coupling.


HTTP://WWW.TNP.CZ

PELICAN
SYMBOSIA ANGLER PADDLE
The Symbosia Angler fiberglass kayak paddle takes it a step further with a 360 degree angle adjustment and integrated safety whistle. This paddle features a nylon fiberglass reinforced blade, a colorful camouflage blade pattern and handy tape measure along the shaft to measure fish.


HTTP://WWW.PELICANSPORT.COM

BENDING BRANCHES
ANGLER OPTIMUS 8FT
Do more precise fishing with less effort. This kit transforms a BB Angler kayak paddle into a canoe paddle, stand-up paddle, or 8 ft. push/stakeout pole, with a simple snap button changeover. More ways to get closer to the fish! Also available is the stand-up attachment and a 12 ft. push/stakeout pole.


HTTP://WWW.BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

RTM FISHING
MAHI MAHI
New MAHI MAHI kayak paddle for fishing is comprised of fiber blades, carbon adjustable shaft with fast lock adjusting system, drip rings, and a leash bracket. Adjustable on 210, 213, 216, 219 cm 82.7”/83.8”/85”/86.2” increments.


HTTP://WWW.RTM-FISHING.COM

ROBSON
BASS
Designed specifically for kayak fishing. Lightweight to make a long day of kayak fishing more bearable. Cool redfish graphic. Notched tip for releasing stuck hooks.


HTTP://WWW.TAHEOUTDOORS.COM
**NRS CHINOOK**

The Chinook is more than a safety aid. With seven pockets for all your tackle, attachment points for your tools and an integrated rod holder, it's gear that makes you more effective on the water. Kayak anglers attest: No other fishing life jacket can match the comfort and utility it delivers. The roomy front-entry design with eight adjustment points lets you customize the fit for comfort and security. US Coast Guard and CE ISO approved.

Sizes: XS/M, L/XL, XXL

HTTP://WWW.NRS.COM

---

**Palm Equipment KAIKOURA**

Wind, waves and exposure – open water can remind you how small we are. The Kaikoura is perfect for tackling big adventures, whether you’re using one blade or two. Flex Fit buoyancy foam is the final word on comfort and safety. With lots carefully placed pockets and stowage, the Kaikoura will carry everything you need, close to hand – even when conditions get rough.

Sizes: XS-XXL

HTTP://WWW.PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

---

**AQUADESIGN KAAKI LIFE VEST**

The KAAKI buoyancy aid is designed with fishing activities in mind, either in rivers or along the seashores. A very comfortable life vest with neoprene shoulders and 5 well placed pockets on the front of the vest for maximum storage space. Features: 4 front pockets with zipper / Closure with YKK front zipper / Adjustable shoulder and side straps / Adjustable waist strap with quick release buckle / Reflective tape on shoulders.

HTTP://WWW.AQUADESIGN.EU

---

**VODÁK SPORT C-VOD K FISHING**

A buoyancy aid designed by fishermen for fishermen. Comfort and convenience for a whole day of kayaking. Many handy pockets for fishing necessities, including a pocket-tilting table.

Color: KHAKI / RED - Sizes: S/M (45 N) L/XL (70 N) XXL/3XL (70 N)

HTTP://WWW.VODAK-SPORT.CZ

---

**Nookie RANGER II**

Low visual impact buoyancy aid which is ideal for kayak fishing/canoeing/open boating. Multiple stretchy neoprene front & back pockets are essential if you need to keep your bits’n’pieces separate & organised. Neoprene expandable pockets offer space galore but will not hinder self rescue should you need. A large hydration pouch on the back will carry over 1 liter packs.

Olive green & grey - Sizes S/M, L/XL, XXL

HTTP://WWW.NOKIE.CO.UK

---

**Palm Equipment HYDRO PFD**

A versatile front-entry PFD with a classic tall cut, loaded with storage and clip on points, including a rear pocket for a hydration bladder – great for fishing or canoeing.

XS/S (50 N) M/L (70 N) XL/XXL (70 N) - Olive, blue, red

HTTP://WWW.PALMEQUIPMENTEUROPE.COM

---

**KAYAK FISHING SPECIFIC PFDS**
100% LEAKPROOF PORTABLE COOLER

(WHEN ZIPPED)